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One of the major problems in computational drug design is incorporation of the intrinsic
flexibility of protein binding sites. This is particularly crucial in ligand binding events, when
induced fit can lead to protein structure rearrangements. As a consequence of the huge
conformational space available to protein structures, receptor flexibility is rarely considered
in ligand design procedures. In this work, we present an algorithm for integrating protein
binding-site flexibility into de novo ligand design and docking processes. The approach allows
dynamic rearrangement of amino acid side chains during the docking and design simulations.
The impact of protein conformational flexibility is investigated in the docking of highly active
inhibitors in the binding sites of acetylcholinesterase and human collagenase (matrix
metalloproteinase-1) and in the design of ligands in the S1′ pocket of MMP-1. The results of
corresponding simulations for both rigid and flexible binding sites are compared in order to
gauge the influence of receptor flexibility in drug discovery protocols.

Introduction

The primary aim of any drug discovery effort is to
design novel compounds that are potent toward thera-
peutically important protein targets. This usually fol-
lows either a ligand-based approach if structural infor-
mation concerning the protein target is not available,
but a set of active molecules are known, or a structure-
based approach if the three-dimensional structure of the
protein target is utilized in the ligand design process.
Many rational drug design studies that have proved
successful have exploited the holo form of the protein
complexed to active molecules.1 In these protocols, new
ligands are often designed by altering the known
inhibitors to increase the binding affinity or enhance
the specificity of the ligands toward the therapeutic
target. The generated ligands typically have similar
binding modes to the original inhibitor, although they
may represent novel chemotypes. This can lead to
several disadvantages. A residue mutation that reduces
the affinity of the known inhibitor may also reduce the
affinity of the designed ligands. The new potential drug
candidates may also have problems concerning toxicity
and bioavailability. Furthermore, the above approach
precludes the identification of alternative binding modes
that may influence properties other than affinity, such
as selectivity. The generation of diverse ligands in terms
of binding mode as well as structure may be able to
circumvent these limitations.

The importance of protein structural flexibility for
drug discovery has been scrutinized in an excellent
review by Teague.2 Teague highlights ion channels,
nuclear hormone receptors, transporters, and allosteric
modulatory sites as classes that undergo conformational
changes that are important for design purposes. For
example, nonpeptidic piperidine-based inhibitors of
renin bind to a receptor conformation, involving con-
certed rotation of three side chains (Tyr75, Leu73, and

Trp39) and movement of the active site flap, not
previously known for the binding of peptidic ligands.3
Conformational rearrangements in proteins can lead to
the binding of structurally diverse ligands,4,5 and, thus,
the incorporation of protein structural flexibility into
the ligand generation procedure should enhance the
diversity of the designed molecules. Protein conforma-
tional changes induced upon ligand binding can range
from the local rotation of a few side chains to whole
domain rearrangements.6,7

Many computational approaches to determine the
ligand binding mode in a protein binding site, so-called
molecular docking techniques, have been developed,
and, in general, they are reasonably accurate and
efficient.8-12 Protein conformational flexibility is an
important aspect of ligand binding;13 however, as a
consequence of the exponential growth of the number
of possible receptor conformations with the number of
degrees of freedom, limitations are imposed on the range
of conformations sampled during docking. The simplest
constraint is to allow no flexibility and utilize a static
protein snapshot. This remains the most common recipe
in molecular docking although, recently, docking studies
have allowed receptor flexibility to some extent.

In general, two main schemes have been used to deal
with receptor flexibility in the area of ligand docking.
First, an ensemble of predefined receptor conformations
can be exploited. Proteins exist in an equilibrated
ensemble of structures, and ligand binding involves an
equilibrium shift toward the protein-ligand complex
structure. Receptor structural models can be obtained
from many sources; multiple crystal or NMR structures,
molecular dynamics or energy minimizations,14 and
homology models.15,16 In these approaches, the binding
energy of the ligand is assessed against all models in a
“cross-docking” protocol.17-19 In a related approach, the
multiple receptor models are averaged, typically by
combining interaction grids, and the single averaged
structure is used in docking simulations.20-22 In general,
the receptor ensemble approach is found to improve
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binding mode predictions and virtual screening enrich-
ment factors.

Second, the receptor conformation has been allowed
to change dynamically during the docking simulation.
This has been limited to specific degrees of freedom on
the protein, such as amino acid residue side chains while
keeping the protein backbone fixed, either by identifiy-
ing the optimal side-chain torsional angles during the
docking procedure23,24 or using a rotamer library to
represent the preferred side-chain orientations.25-28 In
an alternative approach invoking a flexible pharma-
cophore based scheme, the receptor is represented by
grid points onto which pharmacophoric properties are
mapped and optimized.29

Protein side-chain flexibility in molecular docking has
been investigated for several receptors,30,31 and allowing
the rearrangement of several side chains was found to
improve the number and diversity of “hits” in a virtual
screening protocol.28 Despite the strong evidence for the
impact of receptor flexibility in drug discovery,32-34 most
computational de novo drug design approaches never-
theless treat the protein as a static system, often from
a high quality X-ray structure when attempting to
design novel, active ligands within the site.35-38

Side chains typically exhibit greater mobility than
backbones of protein structures, particularly side chains
in surface regions,39,40 and it is clear that incorporation
of side-chain flexibility represents an important first
step toward treatments of fully flexible protein struc-
tures. In this paper we propose a method to incorporate
protein flexibility in terms of side-chain rearrangements
for both de novo ligand design and docking.

The algorithm utilized in the flexible protein inves-
tigations detailed here has the capability of representing
side-chain conformers by rotamers or by side-chain ø
torsional angles. The rotameric representation was
pioneered for side-chain packing studies,41 and many
rotamer libraries have subsequently been developed,
including backbone-dependent42,43 and backbone-
independent44,45 libraries. A number of studies have
been reported, which exploit rotamer libraries for
homology modeling,46,47 protein design,48,49 and ligand
docking.25,26,28 The space of receptor conformations
arising from all possible rotameric combinations is often
too large to sample exhaustively, and, thus, optimization
and clustering techniques have been invoked, including
Monte Carlo approaches,48,50 simulated annealing,51

dead-end-elimination52 and its refinements,53,54 and
branch-and-bound schemes.49

In protein structure prediction or design, the main
aim is often to identify the single lowest energy confor-
mation. In ligand binding explorations, however, it is
important to sample low energy structures, since pro-
teins possess conformational entropy. For this reason,
the algorithm presented here exploits a simulated
annealing protocol to sample receptor side-chain con-
formational space during the evolving ligand docking
or design process. Our approach uses the previously
documented and validated drug design program
SkelGen38,55,56 and extends it to include receptor side-
chain flexibility, which can be accessed dynamically
during the molecular docking or structure generation
procedure.

The method is used to explore the effect of receptor
flexibility in ligand docking and design in the binding
site of acetylcholinesterase (AChE) and in the S1′ pocket
of human collagenase (matrix metalloproteinase-1 (MMP-
1)). Acetylcholinesterase is a serine hydrolase that is
involved in a number of therapeutic areas. For example,
reversible AChE inhibitors are used to treat myasthenia
gravis, an autoimmune disorder characterized by de-
bilitating muscle weakness, and neurodegenerative
Alzheimer’s disease.57 Irreversible or competitive AChE
inhibitors are highly toxic and include Sarin, Soman,
and Tabun. Side-chain rearrangements have been ob-
served between the apo form of AChE and its holo forms
and between different ligand-bound forms.58,59 Two sets
of ligand docking experiments are conducted for AChE.
The first set involves rotating a single side-chain
Phe330, which is known to adopt alternative conforma-
tions upon binding of different ligands to AChE. Second,
the rearrangement of a large number of side chains is
explored for the docking of a tacrine analogue to its
native AChE receptor and to the apo form of AChE.

Human collagenase, MMP-1, is a member of the
family of enzymes involved in degradation of extra-
cellular matrix proteins. As these are the most abundant
proteins in the body, MMPs play a key role in both
normal and diseased conditions. MMPs are known to
be involved in cancer and pathogenic states, such as
arthiritis and arteriosclerosis.60,61 Several classes of
potent MMP inhibitors have been developed, such as
carboxylic acid derivatives, hydroxamates, biphenyl and
tetracycline analogues.62 Examination of the known
crystal structures of MMP-1-inhibitor complexes re-
veals that the S1′ pocket undergoes significant confor-
mational changes in multiple side chains to allow the
binding of different ligands.63-65 Indeed, ligand binding
selectivity has been ascribed to the structural changes
in the S1′ pocket.66 Two sets of experiments were
conducted in the S1′ pocket of MMP-1. First, docking
simulations of the known synthetic inhibitor RS-104966
into a flexible S1′ cavity structure were conducted.
Second, structures were designed in the flexible S1′
pocket, to a common hydroxamate scaffold that was
anchored in the site. We compare docking and structure
generation using a static crystal structure receptor and
a flexible receptor in all cases.

Methods
Receptor Model Preparation. The AChE and MMP-1

receptor models used in the ligand docking and generation
simulations are shown in Table 1. The set for AChE comprises
three ligand-bound complexes as well as the native apo form.
The two MMP-1 structures are both holo forms. Hydrogen
atoms were added to the structures using the molecular
modeling package InsightII (Accelrys Inc.), and their atomic
positions were minimized within Discover3 to an energy
gradient of 0.001 kcal mol-1 Å-1 using the conjugate gradients

Table 1. Protein Structures Used for Ligand Docking and
Generation

receptor PDB code resolution/Å ligand ref

AChE 1eve 2.5 E2020 (donepezil) 57
AChE 1vot 2.5 huperzine A 58
AChE 1dx4 2.7 tacrine derivative 59
AChE 1qo9 2.7 n/a 59
MMP-1 966c 1.9 RS-104966 66
MMP-1 2tcl 2.2 RO 31-4724 74
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algorithm and the CFF force field,67 with the non-hydrogen
atoms fixed in their crystal structure positions. All ligands,
non-Zn metal atoms, and water molecules were removed from
our dataset of structures. The corresponding sets of AChE and
MMP-1 structures were superposed by alignment of the CR

position of the appropriate backbones.
Side-Chain Flexibility. The flexible receptor method

either uses combinations of rotamers to represent receptor
side-chain conformations or samples side-chain ø torsion angle
space, without recourse to rotamers. Both modes of exploring
side-chain flexibility were investigated in this work. Many
rotamer libraries have been developed for the rotameric
representation of side chains, and, in this work, we chose two
of the most recent and extensively validated libraries: the May
2002 release of the backbone-dependent rotamer library of
Dunbrack and co-workers42,43 as well as the backbone-
independent rotamer library of Xiang and Honig.44 Both
rotamer libraries are constructed from a statistical analysis
of a corpus of 844 protein structures. The backbone-dependent
rotamer library supplies a register of side-chain ø angles
grouped in bins of (5 degrees in backbone φ, ψ angles. In
contrast, the backbone-independent rotamer library supplies
a list of side-chain ø angles without recourse to the local
backbone φ, ψ angles. The backbone dependent library,
therefore, provides a relatively small set of rotamers for each
flexible residue according to the local backbone orientation,
whereas with the backbone-independent library, all rotamers
in the library are available for each flexible residue. This
allows the influence of backbone torsion angles on side-chain
conformations to be explored. For the backbone-dependent
rotamer library, to prevent repetitions in the rotamer sets
used, only rotamers with associated φ, ψ angles within 5° of
the original crystal structure were chosen from the library.
Furthermore, for both rotamer libraries, only those rotamers
that did not clash with any backbone atoms or with any
nonflexible side-chain atoms were retained. The van der Waals
radii were assigned from the Bondi set,68 and a heavy atom
van der Waals overlap of 0.7 Å was allowed. This value for
the van der Waals overlap is consistent with that used in
previous SkelGen applications.28,38 The numbers of possible
rotamers for the flexible residues of the different receptors are
shown in Table 2.

Ligand Structure Generation. The de novo drug design
program SkelGen was used for the ligand docking and
structure generation simulations in this work. The SkelGen
algorithm as well as practical applications have been described
in detail previously,38,55,56 and only a summary of the process
is given here. The modifications required in order to handle
receptor flexibility are highlighted. The input to SkelGen
corresponds to the three-dimensional coordinates of the recep-
tor, the coordinates of a rectangular box that defines the
boundary of the binding-site pocket, and a set of molecular
fragments for the ligand construction process. The algorithm
utilizes a stochastic procedure to minimize an objective func-
tion that measures the “fit” of putative molecular structures
within the binding-site box. An initial structure is built by
linking together several fragments in a stepwise manner. The
evolving structure is modified by a set of possible transitions,
including rigid-body displacements of the whole structure,
bond rotations and fragment additions, removals and replace-
ments. The type of transition is randomly chosen at each step,
and the value of the objective function is ascertained. The
altered structure is accepted or rejected on the basis of the
Metropolis condition, such that the probability of acceptance
of the transition p ) exp(∆F/T), where ∆F corresponds to the
change in objective function value before and after the transi-
tion and T is analogous to the temperature, which is slowly
lowered during the simulation. Thus, the algorithm is guided
by the objective function, until a structure is encountered that
satisfies all set criteria. The length of each simulated annealing
run is characterized by the number of transitions at each
temperature, the Markov chain length, and the number of
Markov chains as the temperature is gradually lowered. The
output generated from a single run is a single ligand, and, as

a result of the stochastic nature of the algorithm, different
solutions are obtained from different random starts.

SkelGen uses ScreenScore69 to estimate receptor-ligand
binding energy. This is a knowledge-based scoring term that
has been optimized to maximize the enrichment in virtual
screening.69 ScreenScore combines aspects from several dif-
ferent scoring functions and has proved to be useful at
discriminating between active and inactive compounds.

Modifications for Handling Receptor Flexibility. The
conformational space represented by side-chain ø torsion
angles or rotamer combinations is sampled through the
integration of an additional transition type for side-chain
rearrangements in the simulated annealing protocol. Initially
a set of ø torsional angles (or a rotamer) is randomly chosen
for each of the flexible residues, and, if the new side-chain
rotation transition type is picked during the simulation, then
one of the flexible residues is chosen at random and a new set
of ø torsional angles (or a rotamer) is randomly designated
for that residue. The transition is scored and either accepted
or rejected on the basis of the Metropolis condition in the same
manner as for the other transition types. In this work, we use
ScreenScore values to score side-chain conformations, includ-
ing van der Waals clashes, by measuring the interactions
between the flexible side chain and the rest of the protein. The
flexible side-chain score for the original crystal structure is
determined at the start of the simulation and set as the
reference side-chain value. When a side-chain rearrangement
transition takes place, a ScreenScore value for the new side-
chain conformation is determined and the reference value is
subtracted from this. If the difference is less than zero, i.e.,
the new conformation scores better than the original crystal,
then no penalty is added to the overall objective function. On
the other hand, a difference greater than zero means that the
new conformation is unfavorable compared to the original
crystal and the weighted difference is added as a penalty to
the objective function. This ensures the formation of low energy
conformations compared to the original crystal.

In this study, SkelGen was utilized in both structure
generation and molecular docking modes. For structure gen-

Table 2. Number of Possible Rotamers for AChE and MMP-1
Crystal Structures from the Backbone-Dependent (bbdep) and
Backbone-Independent (bbind) Rotamer Libraries

AChE

1vot 1eve

residue bbdep bbind bbdep bbind

Trp83 4 40 4 42
Trp279 7 47 6 55
Phe330 2 24 3 30

AChE

1qo9 1dx4

residue bbdep bbind bbdep bbind

Tyr71 3 67 3 72
Trp83 5 119 5 131
Tyr324 4 50 4 54
Phe330 3 51 2 53
Tyr370 4 67 3 68
Phe371 2 38 3 52
Tyr374 3 71 3 64
Trp472 3 25 3 36
His480 6 132 5 100

MMP-1

2tcl 966c

residue bbdep bbind bbdep bbind

Leu81 8 85 6 85
Arg114 21 195 25 171
Val115 4 15 4 15
Ser139 4 25 4 21
Tyr140 6 64 6 86
Phe142 6 63 7 76
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eration, the simulation proceeds as discussed above. The
predefined molecular template set consists of 1678 fragments
derived from fragmentation of compounds in the World Drug
Index (WDI) by retrosynthetic analysis and fragmentation
patterns of known synthetically feasible molecules.70 In one
set of experiments, molecular structures were generated that
were attached to a common hydroxamate scaffold that was
anchored in the site. Pharmacophoric constraints were also
imposed on the design process to direct the structure genera-
tion to key regions of the binding site. Any atoms of the
putative ligand should match the pharmacophore restraints;
otherwise, penalty terms will be added to the objective function
corresponding to the sums of the distances of the nearest atoms
to the appropriate pharmacophore sphere.

In SkelGen molecular docking, the ligand to be docked
corresponds to the sole fragment used and is individually
subject to a SkelGen simulated annealing run. Transitions for
fragment addition, deletion, and substitution are, therefore,
excluded, and only transitions for ligand conformation changes
and side-chain moves are preserved. In all our experiments,
the simulated annealing protocol is exploited to dynamically
minimize the ScreenScore estimates of the receptor-ligand
binding energy, while ensuring that the simulation constraints
are satisfied, including removal of all bumps involving ligand
and flexible receptor, formation of low energy receptor con-
formations compared to the original crystal and satisfaction
of pharmacophore constraints.

Simulated Annealing Parameters. All de novo ligand
structure generation and docking runs for both flexible and
rigid receptors used the same set of simulated annealing
parameters; 30 Markov chains, each of length 2000, starting
temperature value 3.0, temperature scaling factor 0.9. For each
ligand design experiment, 500 structures were generated and,
similarly, 500 poses were generated for each docking experi-
ment. In terms of computational resources, the flexible recep-
tor simulations are about 5 times slower than the correspond-
ing rigid receptor simulations for the same number of Markov
chains, Markov chain length, and annealing cooling schedule.
This means that the dynamic protein flexibility method
considered in this work scales favorably in comparison to
approaches involving receptor conformational ensembles with
many members (>5), since each member of the ensemble is
basically treated as a single rigid entity.

Results

Acetylcholinesterase-Flexible Ligand Docking.
(i) Flexibility of a Single Side Chain. Significant
side-chain conformational mobility of the so-called
“gateway” residue Phe330 has been observed in crystal
structures of AChE with different bound ligands.57,58 In
this experiment, the highly potent commercial drug
donepezil was docked into its cocrystal receptor, 1eve,
from which the ligand was extracted (“self” docking71)
as well as a non-native structure 1vot, with the inclusion
of side-chain rearrangements of Phe330. Reference
donepezil docking runs were also performed into the
rigid protein structures. Binding energy and rmsd data
for these simulations are presented in Table 3.

Docking of donepezil into the rigid cocrystal form
recovered the known crystal structure binding mode of

the ligand to within 1.0 Å. However, as depicted in
Figure 1, a solution closer than 4.5 Å to the crystal was
not found in corresponding docking runs into the non-
native structure, as a consequence of clashes with side-
chain atoms of Phe330.

Docking into the flexible forms of both receptors by
allowing random side-chain rotations of Phe330 yielded
the correct ligand binding mode as the top-ranking
solution, to within 1.0 Å of the crystal, with the correct
side-chain conformation of Phe330 as depicted in Figure
1. Random torsion angles are initially assigned to the
flexible residue, and, thus, reproduction of the correct
orientation, even for the native receptor, represents a
key validation step of the flexible receptor approach. For
the non-native state 1vot, the binding site rearranges
by rotation of Phe330 to provide sufficient space for
accommodation of donepezil. The top-ranking solutions
for docking of donepezil into the flexible native and non-
native sites, -39.6 and -39.3 kJ/mol, respectively, were
lower than that for docking into the rigid native recep-
tor, -35.2 kJ/mol. As a result of the stochastic nature
of the algorithm, alternative structures were generated
in different binding modes, but these were of higher
energy.

The outcome of the docking simulations using rota-
mers is very dependent on the rotamer library adopted.
Using the November 2002 backbone-dependent rotamer
library of Dunbrack and co-workers,43 receptor flexible
docking was unable to reproduce the correct ligand
binding mode (no solution was within 4 Å of the crystal)
or Phe330 side-chain conformation for either the native
or the non-native receptors. This is a consequence of the
lack of a rotamer with appropriate ø angles (associated
with the corresponding backbone φ, ψ angles) for Phe330
that matches the crystal structure. In contrast, the
backbone-independent rotamer library of Xiang and
Honig44 contains several rotamers with suitable ø
angles, and utilization of this rotamer library success-
fully gave the correct ligand binding mode and Phe330
conformation as the top-ranked solution. It is clear that
care must be taken in the choice of rotamer library.
Alternatively, the random ø angle (nonrotamer) mode,
which eliminates rotamer library dependencies, may be
more appropriate.

(ii) Flexibility of a Large Number of Side Chains.
Comparison of the structures of the AChE complex with
a tacrine derivative, 9-(3-phenylmethylamino)-1,2,3,4-
tetrahydroacridine, and the apo form (Figure 2) exem-
plifies some mobility in several residues,2 notably the
side chains of Tyr71, Tyr370, and Trp83. The other side
chains highlighted show less prominent conformational
changes. Docking simulations of the tacrine analogue,
a highly potent AChE inhibitor, into its cocrystal
structure and into the apo form of AChE were con-
ducted. Side-chain flexibility was allowed for Tyr71,
Tyr370, and Trp83 as well as for six other residues
which show smaller conformational changes: Tyr324,
Phe330, Phe371, Tyr374, Trp472, His480. This allows
us to explore whether the approach can recover the
orientations of mobile as well as more structurally
invariant side chains. Binding energy and rmsd data
for these runs are presented in Table 4.

Docking simulations to the rigid receptor, 1dx4, from
which the ligand was extracted, were able to recover

Table 3. Binding Energies and Binding Mode for Docking of
Donepezil into Its Cocrystal Receptor 1eve and the Non-Native
Receptor 1vot

receptor
min energy docking

soln/kJ/mol
best rmsd/Å

(rank)

rigid 1eve -38.7 1.0 (1)
rigid 1vot -35.2 4.5 (1)
flexible 1eve -39.3 1.0 (1)
flexible 1vot -39.6 1.3 (1)
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the ligand crystal structure. Analogous runs into the
static apo form 1qo9, however, did not yield a clash-
free solution within 5.6 Å of the crystal form.

Incorporating receptor flexibility by allowing random
ø angle changes (nonrotamer mode) enabled the correct
ligand binding mode to be recovered in the native
receptor, 1dx4, and the apo form, 1qo9, to within 1.4 Å
of the crystal, as the top-ranking solution, as well as
the correct orientation of the nine flexible residues. For
the apo structure 1qo9, the protein binding site is
transformed and resembles that of 1dx4 (Figure 2). The
side chains of Tyr71, Tyr370, and also, subtly, Trp83
have rearranged to accommodate the ligand. Interest-
ingly, the best binding affinities from these flexible
receptor simulations (-47 kJ/mol) are lower than that
achieved in self-docking to the rigid 1dx4 structure (-39
kJ/mol), due to relatively small differences in side-chain
and ligand configuration, which elicit enhanced Screen-
Score estimates of the protein-ligand interactions.

The same docking simulations to either the native
form 1dx4 or the apo form 1qo9 using either the
backbone-dependent or independent rotamer libraries
were able to recapture the correct ligand binding mode.
This form, however, corresponded to the fifth best
unique solution (with either library), with a binding
energy of -39 kJ/mol. In comparison, the nonrotamer
mode yielded the correct configuration as the top rank-
ing solution, with a binding energy of -47 kJ/mol. This
is again a consequence of the rotamer conformations
available in the libraries used.

These docking experiments provide valuable valida-
tion for the methodology. Using rigid receptor snapshots
of 1vot and 1qo9, two known highly potent inhibitors of
AChE would not be classified as “hits”. Introducing side-
chain flexibility, however, allows recovery of the correct
binding mode in the solution set with the best binding
energy.

MMP-1-Flexible Ligand Docking and Structure
Generation. The size and shape of the S1′ binding
pocket is believed to be the crucial determinant of the
ligand binding properties of MMP-1.66 Figure 3 shows
an overlay of two MMP-1-ligand complex crystal struc-
tures, which illustrates the striking conformational
mobility of certain residues. In previous works, we
explored the conformational flexibility of the S1′ pocket
in a screening experiment involving attachment of a set
of sulfonyl chloride reagents to a common scaffold in
the cavity.28 Here, we extend those earlier studies by
conducting ligand generation simulations in the flexible
S1′ pocket. First, we validate our approach for this
receptor by performing docking runs of ligand RS-
104966 (Figure 3) into its cocrystal receptor, 966c, and
into the non-native crystal structure, 2tcl. Ligand
generation studies are then performed in the S1′ pocket
of 2tcl, involving attachment of the “growing” ligand to
an anchored hydroxamate molecular scaffold.

Residues Leu181, Arg214, Val215, Ser239, Tyr240,
and Phe242 are allowed conformational flexibility in
these simulations as they are able to influence the shape
and ligand-binding properties of the S1′ pocket. This is
the same set of residues that were prescribed flexibility
in our earlier works.28,72 Furthermore, it is known that
the segment including residues 238-244 has more
mobility than other regions of the structure.64

Docking Simulations in the MMP-1 S1′ Pocket.
The binding energy data and rmsd comparisons with
the ligand crystal structure are shown in Table 5. The
binding mode of the synthetic inhibitor RS-104966 was
recovered using the rigid native receptor 966c with an
rmsd of 0.9 Å to the experimental form and a binding
energy of -54.5 kJ/mol. In contrast, analogous docking
runs into the rigid 2tcl non-native receptor were unable
to yield a solution closer than 4 Å to the crystal as a
consequence of clashes with side-chain atoms of the

Figure 1. Docking of donepezil to the non-native receptor 1vot: (A) donepezil and (B) the top-ranked docking solution in the
rigid and flexible 1vot sites. The crystal structure of the ligand (green) is compared to the top-ranked docking solution in the
static 1vot binding site (orange) and the flexible 1vot site (gray). The backbone ribbons of the native receptor 1eve (green) and
1vot (orange) are shown together with the side-chain conformation of the mobile residue Phe330 in 1eve (green), 1vot (orange),
and the site from the top-ranked flexible 1vot simulation (gray).
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mobile residue Arg114. In fact, the best scoring solution
afforded an rms of 4.4 Å with a poor binding energy of
-41.9 kJ/mol. In the absence of further structural data,
a drug discovery project using a crystal structure
snapshot of 2tcl would probably be unable to identify
the highly potent RS-104966 inhibitor.

The correct binding mode of RS-104966, to within 1.0
Å of the crystal form, was recovered by docking into the
native 966c receptor with the inclusion of side-chain
movements in nonrotamer mode. The correct side-chain
angles for the six flexible residues were also reproduced.
Similarly, by allowing rearrangements of the six side
chains in the non-native structure 2tcl, the correct
binding mode is recovered to within 1.4 Å of the ligand
crystal structure in a modified binding site that re-
sembles the 966c site (Figure 3). The side chain of
Arg114 has rotated to open up and to significantly
deepen the pocket and allow accommodation of RS-
104966 in the experimental binding mode. This ar-
rangement corresponds to the second lowest unique
solution in terms of binding energy. The best scoring
solution corresponds to a different orientation of RS-
104966 in the binding site with an rmsd of 3.5 Å to the
experimental conformation. This is similar to the earlier
work of Källblad and Dean72 in which a core ensemble
of fifteen different conformations of the S1′ pocket of
2tcl was generated by allowing rotameric variations of
the same 6 residue side chains. Docking of RS-104966
into the core ensemble also reproduces the experimental
binding mode, but again not as the lowest energy
structure. This emphasizes the importance of analyzing
a set of low energy binding modes, to increase the
probability of including the correct form,73 and may be
a consequence of the quality of the scoring function,
which is used to provide an approximate assessment of
ligand binding energies.

For this example, docking simulations incorporating
side-chain variations through the use of rotamer librar-
ies give very similar results to the analogous runs using
random ø angle changes. This is because appropriate
rotamers, particularly those for Arg114, that open the
S1′ cavity are present in both the backbone-dependent
and independent libraries used in this work.

This application validates the approach for allowing
receptor flexibility for the docking of RS-104966 into the
S1′ cavity of MMP-1. Using the X-ray crystal form of
2tcl leads to a binding mode with a poor energy score
that does not match the known bound ligand structure.
However, introducing protein structural rearrange-
ments leads to the location of the observed binding
mode, which interacts strongly with the S1′ pocket of
an alternative receptor conformation.

Structure Generation in the MMP-1 S1′ Pocket.
Ligands of different size and shape are known to induce

Figure 2. Docking of the tacrine derivative to the apo receptor
1qo9. From left-to-right: (A) tacrine derivative, (B) overlay of
the crystal structure of 1dx4 complexed to the tacrine deriva-
tive (green) and the apo form 1qo9 (orange), and (C) the top-
ranked docking solution in the rigid (orange) and the flexible
(gray) 1qo9 sites compared to the ligand crystal structure
(green). The side-chain conformations of the nine mobile
residues are shown for the cocrystal receptor 1dx4 (green),
original 1qo9 form (orange), and the site from the top-ranked
flexible 1qo9 simulation (gray).

Table 4. Binding Energies and Binding Mode for Docking of a
Tacrine Derivative into Its Cocrystal Receptor 1dx4 and the
Apo Form 1qo9

receptor
min energy docking

soln/kJ/mol
best rmsd/Å

(rank)

rigid 1dx4 -38.6 0.7 (1)
rigid 1qo9a -18.2 5.6 (1)
flexible 1dx4 -47.1 1.3 (1)
flexible 1qo9 -46.9 1.4 (1)
a A clash-free solution was not found in the rigid 1qo9 site.
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conformational changes in the S1′ pocket upon binding
to MMP-1. We conducted de novo structure generation
runs within the S1′ pocket to examine the effect of
receptor flexibility on the diversity of the ligands
formed. Most of the known MMP inhibitors comprise a
functional group, typically a hydroxamate or carbox-
ylate, that forms strong, specific interactions with the
catalytic zinc ion. In our simulations, we did not
endeavor to regenerate the metal-binding moieties.
Instead, a hydroxamate molecular scaffold was rigidly
positioned in the site exploiting the coordinates of 2tcl

and all structure generation runs involved attachment
of the evolving ligand to the scaffold and extension into
the S1′ cavity, as depicted in Figure 4. Two pharma-
cophoric restraints were also supplied as input; a ligand
acceptor atom was required to form a hydrogen bond to
either the Leu81 or Ala82 backbone NH donor, and a
lipophilic atom was required in the S1′ pocket. These
constraints are the same as those applied previously to
structure generation studies in a rigid MMP-3 site,38

and they exploit the available knowledge of MMP
ligands and their binding characteristics. Ligand
design was conducted in both the rigid and flexible
2tcl cavities.

Several known inhibitors for MMP-1 extracted from
the WDI are depicted in Figure 5. They generally
comprise a carbonyl or sulfonyl group that can form a
hydrogen-bonded interaction to the backbone NH of
either Leu81 or Ala82, and the number of bonds
between the hydroxamate moiety and the carbonyl or
sulfonyl group does not vary significantly. A diverse
range of hydrophobic substituents are attached to the
carbonyl or sulfonyl group, which extend into the S1′
cavity, including single and multiple aromatic rings,
fused bi- and tricycles, directly connected rings, and
rings bridged by alkyl or ether groups. We showed
previously that molecules with these functionalities are
expected to participate in the same H-bonds as desig-
nated by the pharmacophoric constraints imposed here

Figure 3. Docking of RS-104966 to the non-native receptor
2tcl: (A) RS-104966, (B) overlay of the crystal structure of 966c
complexed to RS-104966 (green) and 2tcl complexed to RO 31-
4724 (orange), and (C) the top-ranked docking solution in the
rigid (orange) and the flexible (gray) 2tcl sites compared to
the ligand crystal structure (green). The side-chain conforma-
tions of the mobile residues (except for Leu181) are shown for
the cocrystal receptor 966c (green), original 2tcl form (orange),
and the site from the top-ranked flexible 2tcl simulation (gray).
The zinc atoms are shown in purple.

Table 5. Binding Energies and Binding Mode for Docking of
the Synthetic Inhibitor RS-104966 into Its Cocrystal Receptor
966c and the Non-Native Form 2tcl

receptor
min energy docking

soln/kJ/mol
best rmsd/Å

(rank)

rigid 966c -51.5 0.9 (1)
rigid 2tcl -41.9 4.4 (1)
flexible 966c -53.9 1.0 (1)
flexible 2tcl -51.6 1.4 (2)

Figure 4. Scaffold and pharmacophore constraints used in
the MMP-1 structure generation. The constraints were (1)
utilization of a rigid hydroxamate scaffold, (2) hydrogen bond
formation to either the Leu181 or Ala182 NH group, and (3) a
lipophilic atom within the sphere in the S1′ cavity.
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and their sulfonyl or carbonyl substituents occupy the
S1′ cavity.28 The species attached to the hydroxamate
scaffold generated in this work are, thus, expected to
have similar binding characteristics to the known
inhibitors, and we can directly compare the chemotypes
from the rigid and flexible structural design runs with
the known molecules.

The designed structures all involve a carbonyl or
sulfonyl moiety that satisfies the pharmacophoric con-
straints with two atom linkers between this group and
the hydroxamate. These atomic groups are not directly
influenced by the flexible section of the receptor and,
thus, similar groups are generated for this portion of
the ligands in the static and flexible sites. The difference
between the structures generated in the rigid and
mobile sites, however, corresponds to differences in the
hydrophobic substituents that extend into the S1′
pocket. In the rigid 2tcl receptor, the hydrophobic group
in the S1′ cavity typically comprised a single ring with
relatively few substituents. Ten of the top scoring
ligands are depicted in Figure 6, and their estimated
binding energies range from -35 to -47 kJ/mol. The

relatively small ligand segments attached to the an-
chored template can “fit” in the unmodified S1′ pocket
configuration.

As discussed above, incorporation of side-chain mobil-
ity in the S1′ pocket opens up the cavity. In fact,
Källblad et al.28 quantify the volumes in the S1′ cavity
upon receptor conformational changes as ranging from
43 to 148 Å3. This allows larger structures attached to
the hydroxamate anchor and carbonyl/sulfonyl moieties
to be formed in the cavity, including biaryl rings, an
aliphatic and aromatic ring pair, or fused bi- and
tricyclic systems, with a variety of ring connection and
substituent groups. Ten of the top-scoring ligands
generated are shown in Figure 7, with receptor-ligand
binding energies ranging from -45 to -54 kJ/mol.

The molecules generated in the rigid site show
functional group similarities with the smaller sets of
known MMP-1 inhibitors (1-4 in Figure 5) that were
extracted from the WDI. As discussed earlier, the
generated and known molecules are deemed to have
similar binding characteristics. However, the top-
ranking molecules constructed in the flexible site re-

Figure 5. A selection of known MMP-1 inhibitors extracted from the WDI. Activities are given beside each structure as Ki or
IC50 values in nM. The attachment point to the general scaffold is given by the * symbol.
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semble the larger WDI inhibitors (5-10 in Figure 5)
that were highly potent and showed more activity,
according to the WDI data, than the species resembling
the smaller ligands generated in the fixed receptor. This
is in agreement with the enhanced binding energies
obtained for the larger molecules constructed in the
flexible cavity. These molecules do not fit into the rigid
S1′ X-ray structure as a result of demanding steric
clashes. In most cases, concerted rotation of the Arg114,
Tyr140, and Phe142 side chains increases the volume
of the cavity and allows larger structures to be accom-
modated without steric clashes. It should also be noted
that the structure generation runs in the flexible 2tcl
site also yielded sets of smaller ligands, with lower
binding energies, that are similar to those from the runs
with the rigid receptor.

For these structure generation experiments, the use
of rotamers to represent side-chain conformations gives
very similar chemotypes and receptor conformations to
the corresponding runs with the random side-chain ø
angle (nonrotamer) approach.

The results of these structure generation simulations
emphasize the value of allowing for receptor flexibility
in a drug-design protocol, particularly if limited protein
structural data is available. Ligands of different size and
shape, which would score poorly in the original 2tcl
structure, can “fit” into a modified S1′ cavity as a result
of side-chain rotations. Some of the ligands generated
in the flexible receptor approach resemble known highly
potent MMP-1 inhibitors that were missed using the
rigid receptor. Thus, the utilization of receptor flexibility
in a drug discovery project may lead to the development
of more active and more diverse ligands than would
otherwise be accessible with a static receptor.

Discussion
In this work, we examined methodologies for sam-

pling side-chain conformational space in de novo ligand
design and docking. The method integrates receptor
conformational sampling into the simulation procedures,
and, thus, prior receptor structural explorations are not
a necessity. In our approach, ligands are docked or

Figure 6. A selection of the top-scoring ligands generated in the rigid 2tcl site. Ligand binding energies are given below each
structure.
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generated within the target active site using a simulated
annealing method to optimize the binding free energy.38

Local side-chain flexibility was incorporated by allowing
changes in rotameric states (from libraries of side-chain
rotamer conformations) or variations in side-chain ø
dihedral angles (nonrotamer approach). At each Monte
Carlo step of the annealing method, if a protein struc-
tural transition is chosen, a side chain from among the
flexible set is selected and a set of side-chain ø angles
or a rotamer representation is randomly assigned to
that residue. The evolving ligand is assessed against the
new protein structural model, and the transition is
accepted or rejected according to the Metropolis condi-
tion.

The method for handling side-chain mobility was
validated in several ligand docking experiments. It was

found that docking of particular AChE and MMP-1
ligands into non-native receptor binding sites that were
fixed in their original conformations were unable to
reproduce the experimentally known ligand binding
modes. In contrast, exploiting our approach for receptor
flexibility allowed specific side chains to rotate suf-
ficiently to accommodate these ligands in their crystal
structure orientations.

Use of side-chain ø dihedral angle changes to repre-
sent protein flexibility proved to be generally successful
in these ligand docking and design studies. The alterna-
tive approach, using rotamers from predefined rotamer
libraries to portray different side-chain conformers,
suffers the limitation that appropriate rotameric states
have to be present within the library. Furthermore,
many different libraries are available containing dif-

Figure 7. A selection of the top-scoring ligands generated in the flexible 2tcl site. Ligand binding energies are given below each
structure.
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ferent rotameric forms, and the best choice of library is
not always clear prior to their usage. For a particular
project, perhaps multiple libraries should be evaluated.
In our studies, we used the same Monte Carlo length
for both rotamer and random ø angle change simula-
tions. From the results, which, overall, were more
successful for the ø angle change representation of
protein flexibility, it is apparent that the latter approach
did not suffer from conformational sampling problems.
For these reasons, it is probably safest, convenient, and
more efficient to use the random ø angle nonrotamer
mode for incorporating receptor flexibility.

Ligand generation studies were conducted within a
rigid and flexible MMP-1 S1′ cavity, in which the evolv-
ing ligands were attached to an anchored hydroxamate
molecular template and were constrained to satisfy
certain pharmacophoric constraints. The fragment-
based design method used in this study leads to a body
of molecules that show similarities with known active
MMP-1 inhibitors. Use of the rigid 2tcl receptor leads
to the production of relatively small hydrophobic groups
in the S1′ cavity, typically comprising a single ring with
relatively few substituents. However, incorporation of
receptor flexibility opened up the cavity and allowed
significantly larger structural moieties with better
binding energies to be “grown” in that region of the
binding site, typically comprising two or more rings with
different ring connections and substituents. The flexible
receptor approach also leads to strongly binding mol-
ecules, resembling some of the potent inhibitors that
were found to be “hits” in our earlier reagent screening
project,28 that do not “fit” into the static site.

Protein conformational flexibility has recently been
introduced into docking procedures. Most previous de
novo structure-based design methods, however, consider
only a single, rigid protein structure, and, as a result
of the huge conformational search space, the question
of protein structural flexibility is generally not ad-
dressed. The methodology discussed in this work for
handling receptor flexibility has been shown to be
valuable in both de novo ligand design and docking
scenarios. It provides a fast, efficient, and valid ap-
proach for the integration of protein conformational
rearrangements into the drug discovery process to
enhance diversity coverage and activity of the designed
ligands. Of course, its weakness is that it focuses on
side-chain mobility and neglects backbone movements,
which not only influence side-chain conformations but
can significantly change the shape of the binding cavity.
Nevertheless, it is well-known that side-chain orienta-
tions are less conserved than backbone configurations
and, thus, the incorporation of side-chain mobility
represents an important step toward the handling of
fully flexible protein structures.
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